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Client/matter: -None-
SECOND CODICIL TO THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF ____________________ [name of testator]

WHEREAS, I, ____________________ [name of testator], a citizen of the United States of America and a resident of and domiciled in the State of Florida, on the ____________________ [date of execution of existing will], executed my Last Will and Testament in the presence of ____________________ [number] witnesses, and have amended that Last Will and Testament by execution, on the ____________________ [date of execution of first codicil], of the First Codicil, and;

WHEREAS, I intend by this instrument to further amend my Last Will and Testament;

NOW, THEREFORE, I make this Second Codicil to my Last Will and Testament and I republish all the terms of that Will dated ____________________ [date of execution of existing will], as previously modified and amended by First Codicil dated ____________________ [date of execution of First Codicil], that do not conflict with this codicil:

[Include if adding a provision to will:]

FIRST:
I hereby add the following Paragraph ____________________ [number] to Article ____________________ [number] of my Will executed on the ____________________ [date of execution of existing will]:
____________________ [Paragraph number]. ____________________ [state additional provision, e.g., I further direct that my remains be cremated].

[Include if revoking a provision in first codicil:]

SECOND:
I hereby revoke Paragraph ____________________ of my First Codicil dated ____________________ [date of execution of first codicil], in its entirety, and I ____________________ [state substitution, e.g., reinstate Article number, Paragraph paragraph number] of my original Will, as it appeared in my original Will, and I republish that Paragraph ____________________ as of this date.

[Include in Substituting Provision:]

THIRD:
I hereby revoke Paragraph ____________________ of my First Codicil ____________________ [number of clause to be deleted] in its entirety and substitute in its place the following:
____________________ [Paragraph number]. ____________________ [Describe change, e.g., I appoint XYZ Bank and Trust, of ____________________ (full name of bank and address) as Personal Representative of my estate. If XYZ Bank and Trust is unable or unwilling to act, I appoint ____________________ (name and address) as Personal Representative. (Add if desired: I direct that no bond shall be required of any Personal Representative)].

[CONTINUE WITH:]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I, ____________________ [name of testator], execute this instrument, consisting of ____________________ [number] pages as the Second Codicil to my Last Will and Testament dated ____________________ [date of execution of existing will], as previously modified and amended by First Codicil dated ____________________ [date of execution of First Codicil], and on the ____________________ [page number, e.g., second] page I sign my name, this ____________________ [date].
____________________ [signature of testator]
____________________ [name of testator]
Note:

This form is a second codicil that amends an existing will by (1) adding a provision to the original will, (2) revoking a provision in the first codicil, and (3) substituting a provision. A modification may have been unnecessary at the time the first codicil was drafted, requiring the second codicil to accommodate the testator's further change in circumstances. If the first codicil made similar changes, the second codicil should state this fact for the sake of clarity. A testator may have devised a sum of money, changed the amount in a first codicil, and then later decided to alter the sum again.

The revocation section of the form is for use if the testator has eliminated a devise by a first codicil and later intends to reinstate it as the devise originally appeared in the will.